
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Week 6 
 

Must have running kit! 

 

We all have moments where our motivation dwindles and we succumb to bad habits. The fact is that 

keeping motivated isn’t always as easy as it seems and most of us need a helping hand to 

continuously stay motivated. Sometimes, it pays to get yourself some additional kit to keep your 

enthusiasm levels up. It’s always a good idea to invest in some new running clothes from time to 

time as you will run out of clean clothes pretty quickly as you start to run more. We want to look at 

a couple of the ‘nice to have’ things, which will make your running that little bit easier.  

 

A Good Running Watch 

A good stopwatch will become one of your best friends during training, especially if you are trying 

to make a time goal. You don’t need to get an expensive stopwatch, just one that works. It might 

also be a good idea to get a watch that helps you keep track of running intervals if you feel this is 

necessary for you. There are many different types of watches available but here are some of the key 

features you may want to look out for: 

Memory Function -  This is one of the first things that you want to check. The memory function can 

store your workouts and lap times.  A 50-100lap memory is usually more than sufficient, however 

depending on your running needs you may require more or less. 



 

 

 

GPS - These are incredibly popular as you have the freedom of tracking the distance you have run, 

finding new routes and being spontaneous in your running locations This can help you to have more 

fun while you run.  

Split Time Function - This handy feature will track your split times for each kilometre or tell you how 

much distance you covered in a time interval. The times can also be stored in the watch’s memory. 

This actually can be very motivating to track as you find yourself becoming faster and making 

progress. 

Water Resistance - You definitely want a running watch that is water resistant. With all the sweating 

that goes on and our unpredictable weather, water resistance is important. 

Screen Ease - This refers to how easy and clear the screen is to read while in motion. It's important 

to make sure the buttons are easy to press - not too sensitive but also not too difficult.  The best way 

to look into this before buying is to read the reviews. 

 

Apps 

A smartphone's built-in sensors make it a great platform for a variety of running apps that can track 

your speed, distance travelled and calories burned while even mapping your route. Things get even 

better when paired with a run tracker or smartwatch such as an Apple Watch or a Fitbit. If you feel 

like you want to start off with your smartphone before investing in a wearable device, here are some 

of the best free running apps for Android and iOS devices: 

Strava Running and Cycling 

In addition to being a top-notch running tracker, Strava Running and Cycling adds some pretty neat 

competitive and gamified features to the usual run-tracking recipe. The app records your running 

speed, distance travelled, time and course taken for both useful metrics and tracking, and combines 

all that with leader boards, achievements and challenges as you race against your friends. 

Map My Run 

This incredibly popular app records your workout details, including duration, distance, pace, speed, 

elevation, calories burned, and route travelled on an interactive map. You can even effortlessly save 

and upload your workout data to MapMyRun where you can view your route workout data, and 

comprehensive workout history. 



 

 

 

 

Jogging headphones 

Many runners find that listening to music, audiobooks, or podcasts make their runs more enjoyable 

and help the miles fly by. Finding a good pair of jogging headphones can be a challenge though. 

Many tend to fall out of your ear and constantly need to be readjusted or start feeling uncomfortable 

during a run. Find ones that hook over your ears but are not noise cancelling so that you can be 

aware of your surroundings when out and about.  

 

Also a running tip: pass the wires of your headphones under your shirt so that they don't flop around 

and they are less likely to fall out. 

 

Spotify 

Have you ever gotten sick of listening to the same songs over and over again or felt uninspired by 

your out of date track list? Spotify means you can choose, change and listen to any song as you run. 

What’s more is that Spotify will recommend songs, albums, artists and playlists for your run based 

on what you have listened to previously. Spotify comes in two formats; premium and free. Free 

allows a limited amount of listens on your phone but also means you have to listen to ads. Premium 

means unlimited listens per month on both mobile and desktop with no annoying ads. There are 

other alternatives such as Google Play and Apple Music but for us Spotify gives you the most 

functionality and best recommended playlists. 

 

Treat yourself! 

Wearable tech is a luxury that really only becomes a requirement the further you progress in your 

development. As you incorporate runs into your regular life you will find a reliance upon exercise. 

You will find that you have more energy, be more proactive and have a greater work balance. When 

you reach this stage you should treat your new found energy for life with a piece of tech that will 

best suit your needs. The options above are only suggestions based on what is out there but there 

are hundreds of apps, wearable tech and headphones to choose from. So keep running and keep 

motivated. 


